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Abstract

We study the recent evolution of top incomes in Switzerland, analyzing both
social security data on labor incomes and tax data on total income. The results
show that in the last 20 years, the share of top incomes has risen, and the top
0.01% share even doubled, putting Switzerland similar to European countries for
the top 1% group but closer to the U.S. for higher top incomes. However, top
incomes also exhibited large variations over the business cycle. Using the synthetic
control method, we close the gap in the data between 1993 and 2003, exploiting the
fact that the Swiss cantons changed their tax system at different points in time.
To understand the drivers of top incomes, we analyze the wealth and labor income
distribution. Using social security data on top labor incomes which can be measured
precisely over the whole time span, we suggest that labor incomes have become more
important among top income earners in Switzerland. This is in line with findings
for other developed countries: especially in the U.S., but also in European countries
such as Germany or the Netherlands, labor incomes have been playing a major role
in top incomes in recent decades.
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1 Introduction

The evolution of inequality in income and wealth has again attracted substantial attention

in recent decades. In the aftermath of the financial crisis, distributional issues have been

discussed even more intensely, trying to capture the relation between distribution and

growth patterns. In line with public interest, the academic focus has been notably on

the top of the income distribution, in particular because changes in the very top incomes

account for a large part of overall inequality in quantitative terms.

The present paper studies the evolution of top incomes in Switzerland. The Swiss

data are of interest because it is a major industrialized country with a large financial

sector. Tax competition within Switzerland and the absence of wars have kept tax rates

low and have not foreclosed possible wealth accumulation by rich households, unlike its

European neighbors. Swiss top incomes are also worth studying because the Swiss social

security system (AHV) has no upper income limit, which is different from most other

industrialized countries. Hence, the AHV data cover all labor incomes, which makes it

possible to study the evolution of top labor incomes and to compare their dynamics with

the dynamics of overall top incomes.

The seminal study by Thomas Piketty (2001) on the evolution of top incomes in

France using tax data, covering the time span from 1901 to 1998, found broad interest

and was followed by a range of similar studies on other countries. Internationally, top

deciles and percentiles have experienced considerable changes in their total income shares

during the 20th century. Until the end of World War II, most countries experienced a

sharp drop in top income shares. For the second half of the 20th century, a ‘U’ shaped

evolution can be observed, yet this varies considerably across countries. The continental

European countries—including Switzerland—and Japan experienced almost no or only a

modest increase in top income shares from the 1970s onward, while there was a remarkably

strong increase in Western English speaking countries (Atkinson et al., 2011). Atkinson

and Piketty (2007, 2010) provide a collection of these studies. Dell et al. (2007) study

top incomes in Switzerland. The data used in their study reach back into the 1930s.

Unfortunately, the tax data end in 1995/1996 when a major reform in the Swiss tax
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system took place. As described in Section 2, not all cantons adopted the changes at

one and the same time, resulting in a lack of uniform data for the whole country for the

transition period 1995–2002.

The first contribution of this paper is to close this large data gap. We make use of

a novel approach to estimate missing data and describe top incomes in a period which

delineates a break with the former decades of steady growth rates and full employment.

In the 1990s, Switzerland experienced a decade of very low growth and a remarkable

increase in the unemployment rate from 1.8% in 1991 to 4.3% in 1997, accompanied

by ongoing immigration. As tax data are available at the cantonal level for every year,

including the transition period, we can estimate in Section 3 the distribution of taxable

income in the missing years and extend the series up to 2010, the latest year for which

tax statistics are available so far.1 Concerning methods, we apply the synthetic control

method of Abadie et al. (2010) for a new purpose: to construct aggregate time series

when the underlying time series of the subgroups have missing values.

Our second contribution is the use of income data from the AHV statistics to estimate

the distribution of (top) labor earnings in Switzerland, covering the period from 1981 to

2010. Our results suggest that the increase in top labor incomes is instrumental in

explaining the rise in top total incomes, as the latter follow the former closely. The

AHV data have the additional advantage that the individual values are available, which

allows calculating the top quantiles precisely and judging the accuracy of the Pareto

approximation widely used in the study of top incomes. The results show how precise

this method is indeed in estimating top income shares.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a short introduction

to the Swiss tax system and describes the data used to estimate the top income shares

in Section 3. Section 4 presents the results on top income shares for total incomes. The

role of labor incomes at the top is assessed in Section 5 along with estimates of the

concentration of wealth. Section 6 concludes.

1Schaltegger and Gorgas (2011) investigate the evolution of top incomes at a cantonal (i.e., state)
level and the possible effects of different tax strategies adopted by the 26 Swiss cantons. The change in
the tax system and the problem of missing data for the seven-year transition period is not addressed in
their study.
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2 Data and Methodology

2.1 On the Use of Tax Data for Economic Research

The study of Piketty (2001) on top income shares in France in the long run initiated a new

wave of research on the dynamics of top incomes in different countries (for a collection

of these studies see Atkinson and Piketty, 2007, 2010). The crucial innovation compared

to earlier studies on income distribution is the use of long time series going back to the

beginning of the twentieth century. This is an important feature as “structural changes

in income and wealth distribution often span several decades.” (Piketty and Saez, 2006,

p.200). To study long time periods, tax data are the only reliable data available, as

household income surveys did not exist for a long time, differ in frequency or suffer from

incomparability, and fail to capture the whole income distribution. Tax data have the

advantage that they cover a much larger population sample than household survey data,

in some cases, the entire population.

The use of tax data, however, does not come without drawbacks. The main concern is

misreporting of income, as there are incentives for tax evasion to do so. With a progressive

tax system in place, misreporting and tax evasion is more attractive for higher incomes.

However, when using data from household surveys, one should also be concerned about

non-response, sampling errors, and top-coded incomes. These problems particularly affect

top income earners (see for example Brewer et al., 2008 for the UK, and Burkhauser

et al., 2012 for the U.S; on the peculiarities of survey data in general, see Victoria-

Feser, 2000, and Diekmann, 2004). When turning to the estimation of top income shares

and inequality measures, these disadvantages lead to erroneous results. For the U.S.,

Atkinson et al. (2011) estimate that CPS survey data fail to capture about one half of

the overall increase in inequality measured by the Gini coefficient, confirming previous

results by Alvaredo (2011). The latter further shows that the Gini coefficient estimated

with income survey data not only underestimates the changes in income inequality when

compared to the one estimated with tax data, but the trends in inequality measured by

Gini coefficients may even diverge, as is the case for Argentina.
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The second disadvantage of tax data often mentioned is its definition of income. As

the data are collected as part of an administrative process, the definitions of income

and income units are not tailored to their corresponding definitions in economic theory

and practice. This also implies that substantial changes in the tax law, such as income

splitting for married couples, have to be taken into account when attempting to construct

homogeneous time series. The concrete limitations emerging from the definition of income

imposed by the tax system in Switzerland are discussed in the next section.

2.2 The Swiss Tax System Over Time

In Switzerland, personal income taxes are levied at the federal, the cantonal, and the

municipal level. Cantons are responsible for the tax collection at all three levels. For

what follows, however, only the federal income tax system and data are of relevance.

In the mid-1990s, a fundamental change in the Swiss tax system took place by switch-

ing from the two-years based praenumerando taxation to the one-year based postnu-

merando taxation.2 The phrase “praenumerando method” refers to the fact that the

assessment period and the fiscal period do not coincide under such a tax system: the

assessment period precedes the fiscal period (Eidgenössische Steuerverwaltung ESTV,

2003). The tax liability for a fiscal period was thus calculated from an estimated income

stream based upon past income, and taxes were only adapted to a new income situation

or changed living conditions (marriage, birth of a child, etc.) in the next fiscal period.

In order to adapt to significant changes in taxable income, often a betwixt assessment

(called Zwischenveranlagung) became necessary.

In 1990, the change to the postnumerando taxation with a one-year assessment basis

was enacted, yet allowing for a transition period of several years, during which each

canton could choose when to adopt the new system. For this reason there is no uniform

tax data published at the federal level during the transitional period from 1995 to 2002,

as only data at the cantonal level is available. Table 8.1 in Appendix B shows the time

schedule of the adoption of the new taxation method by canton. Basel-Stadt was the
2The difference between the two taxation principles and the steps of the reform are described in

detail in Appendix B.
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only canton which had always used the one-year based postnumerando taxation method

to levy its cantonal taxes. All other cantons had to adapt their tax systems.

The transition caused a gap in the assessment of incomes and taxes. The following

example for Zurich shows the nature of this gap. Under praenumerando taxation, incomes

realized in the 1995/96 assessment period are recorded and published in the 1997/98 fiscal

period. The crucial difference to the postnumerando taxation is that under the latter the

assessment period equals the fiscal period, so that for the fiscal periods 1999 and 2000,

when the new system was in place, the tax base was the income earned in 1999 and 2000,

respectively. This implies that income realized in 1997/98 was never taxed and does not

show up in any statistics. To avoid loopholes in the tax system, transitory provisions had

been enacted, but these differed among cantons.3 Table 1 below illustrates the transition

for a fictitious tax unit.

Table 1: Overview over praenumerando and postnumerando taxation

Year x 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Realized income 100,000 105,000 110,000 115,000 120,000 125,000

Tax base for the [incomes realized in 100 000+105 000
2 120,000 125,000

assessment period x 1993 and 1994] = 102,500 p.a.

Payment of the tax during during beginning beginning
liability for year x 1995 and 1996 1997 and 1998 2000 2001

Note: The table exemplarily shows the transition from the prae- to the postnumerando taxation in the
case of a hypothetical taxpayer.

2.3 The Swiss Tax Statistics

2.3.1 The Grouped Tax Data

The Swiss tax statistics are published in grouped form according to income brackets

containing the total number of tax units and total income within each bracket.4 The
3For further information on these transitory provisions see Eidgenössiche Steuerverwaltung ESTV

(2003).
4Available from the Federal Tax Administration Eidgenössische Steuerverwaltung (ESTV),

www.estv.admin.ch
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cantons are the administrative unit in charge of the collection of the tax returns and the

taxes. This mechanism ensures that information on incomes is available at the cantonal

and federal levels at the same time and in the same format. The definitions of tax units

and incomes tabulated in the tax statistics have remained fairly stable over time, allowing

comparisons over time and between cantons.5

However, the change from praenumerando to postnumerando taxation had one sub-

stantial impact on the tax statistics. The years indicated in these statistics refer to the

fiscal period, which means that under the praenumerando method, reported incomes were

realized in the two preceding years, but after the change, the reported incomes were real-

ized in the year reported. As a consequence, data on realized incomes is missing for the

period preceding the change.

With respect to inequality measures and top income shares, the change from the

biennial to the annual tax schedule would be expected to make a difference, due to the

averaging effect of the biennial tax assessment. Yearly fluctuations in earned income,

which alter the measured inequality of a distribution, are dampened when income is

measured only once every two years.

2.3.2 Tax Units Covered in the Statistics

Every permanent resident in Switzerland who has completed the age of 18 years (20 years

prior to 19966) is subject to income taxation and has to fill out a tax return every year

(every second year before the reform). To include all tax units filing a tax return, the

“normal cases” (Normalfälle) as well as the “special cases” (Sonderfälle) must be consid-

ered.7 The latter not only include cases where a betwixt assessment was necessary (see

Section 2.2), but also high net wealth individuals taxed according to their expenditures

(Besteuerung nach dem Aufwand) and are thus highly relevant in the top income groups.8

5In recent years, officially published tabulations have been less detailed, with a top income bracket of
only CHF 200,000 and excluding the “special cases” (Sonderfälle). However, more detailed tabulations,
as used in the present study, are still available upon request from the Federal Tax Administration.

6Art. 14 ZGB
7Schaltegger and Gorgas (2011) include normal cases only from 1971 onwards, so our results are not

directly comparable to theirs.
8See Appendix B for further details.
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Married and officially registered couples are subject to joint tax liability and show up as

one single unit in the tax statistics. This means that a tax unit is not always an individual

nor does it necessarily correspond to the concept of a household.

Even though according to the definition above every permanent resident is subject

to income taxation, the rate of filers covered is below 100%. There are, namely, three

different groups of individuals not covered in the statistics. The first group consists of

those whose taxable income was not high enough to surpass the amount of exemption.

Thus, even though tax units with no or very little incomes have to hand in a tax return,

they do not show up in the statistics if their tax liability is zero. As the purpose of

the present paper is to study incomes at the top, this is only a minor problem. The

second group not covered in the statistics are individuals taxed at the source. These

are foreign nationals living in Switzerland but with only a temporary resident permit.

Only when their income exceeds a certain threshold (around CHF 120,000 in 2012) are

they required to file a tax return ex post, which ensures that top earners are nevertheless

included in the statistics. The third special category of residents are staff of international

organizations based in Switzerland, who are exempted totally or partially from personal

income taxation. This applies to no less than 24 organizations, 22 of them located in

Geneva. These individuals as well as their incomes are therefore not covered in the

statistics.

It is important to note that, apart from these three groups which do not show up in

the statistics due to their special legal status or low income, people who simply do not

hand in their tax return, even though they are required to do so, i.e., “true non-filers,” do

show up in the statistics.9 In such cases, cantonal tax administrations simply attribute

to these individuals an income based on older tax returns and on employers’ information

about their income. True non-filers are then taxed according to this imputed income

without any deductions and are in addition subject to a fine.

9The Canada Revenue Agency gives the following definition: “A non-filer is an individual, a corpo-
ration, or a trust who fails to file a tax return as required by legislation.” (http://www.oag-bvg.gc.ca)
This is what we refer to as “true non-filers.”
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2.3.3 Definition of Income

All incomes from employment and self-employment as well as capital income and transfer

payments such as old age pensions are subject to the personal income tax. House owners

living in their own house in addition have to report the value of an imputed rent (the

so-called Eigenmietwert). Realized capital gains on private assets on the other hand are

excluded from the definition of income. Overall, no distinction between labor and capital

income is made. This implies some limitations for analyses carried out with the Swiss

tax data for, as Piketty and Saez (2006, p. 200) state, economic mechanisms can be

very different for the distribution of labor and capital income. We try to circumvent this

limitation with the analysis of top labor incomes using social security data in Section 5.

Expenditures related to the realization of income, as well as health insurance premia

and mortgage interest payments, are subject to deductions. As the tax liability for

a married or officially registered couple is calculated on their combined income, these

taxpayers can further claim a deduction if both contribute to the household’s income.

Additional deductions can be made for children and other dependents living with the

family. Our series are based on Reineinkommen10 reported in the tax statistics. This

corresponds more or less to some notion of “gross income” after itemized deductions but

before personal deductions (Sozialabzüge). Most importantly, this income definition has

remained stable over time and is the same top shares in Dell et al. (2007) are based on.

2.4 Total Income Denominator and Total Tax Units

Because not all tax units residing in the country are covered in the statistics, the same is

true for the totality of incomes earned in a given period. The extent of underestimated

total income in the tax statistics can be assessed by relating the total of declared incomes

to an exogenous measure of total income in the economy, such as net national income

reported in the national accounts. The ratio of reported tax income to the net national

income starts at around 72% in 1981 but then falls over time to a low of 60% in 2006, rising

10Reineinkommen or revenu net, the nomenclature used by the Swiss statistical publications, literally
means “pure” or “net” income. For detailed information, see the tax statistics’ appendix with explanations:
http://www.estv.admin.ch/dokumentation/00075/00076/00701/
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again afterwards. It is thus necessary to accurately estimate total personal income, which

is then used as the denominator to calculate the top group’s income shares. We closely

follow the approach adopted by Dell et al. (2007), assigning the tax units not covered

in the statistics 20% of average personal income reported in the tax statistics (i.e., 20%

of the average Reineinkommen). This reasonable assumption further guarantees a high

level of comparability with the existing series, so that our update should not cause a

break in the series. See Appendix B for further details.

The income denominator containing the imputed incomes for non-filers fluctuates

somewhere between 65% and 74%. These results are in line with those reported by Dell

et al. (2007). This remaining gap can at least partly be explained by tax evasion, which

according to a study by Feld and Frey (2006) varies between 12.6% in 1978 and 35.1%

in 1990, and lies somewhat above 20% on average. There are also considerable cantonal

differences which change from year to year (between 1970 and 1995). The average across

all cantons in 1995 is 22.3%. However, we have reason to believe that the behavioral

patterns of tax evasion remained relatively stable among the top groups over time (see

discussion in Section 4.2.2).

To accurately calculate the percentage shares of the top income groups, the same

argument as for the total income applies: as not all tax units are contained in the tax

statistics, it is necessary to calculate the total tax units in the country. Formally, the

total number of tax units consists of the adult population minus one half of the married

adult population. We construct this number using register data, which is available on a

yearly basis at the federal as well as at the cantonal level for the time span considered in

the present study.11

We follow the same approaches to construct the number of total tax units and the

total income denominators at the cantonal level. Only the number of married adults at

the cantonal level is interpolated linearly, as data on married adults is not available on a

yearly basis.

11This approach differs slightly from the one adopted by Dell et al. (2007), who use decennial census
data and linear interpolation for the years in between. See Appendix B for further details.
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3 Estimating Top Income Shares in Switzerland from

1981/82 to 2010

3.1 Pareto Interpolation

Since tax data are given in absolute income brackets, the income of a given quantile

must be estimated by falling back on parametric assumptions about the income distribu-

tion. There is ample empirical evidence that incomes at the top of the distribution are

approximately Pareto distributed.12

Assuming that incomes are Pareto distributed, the cumulative distribution function

F (s) is given by

1− F (s) = (k/s)a with k > 0, a > 1, and s ≥ k

where the parameters a and k have to be estimated. Consequently, the probability density

function takes the form f(s) = aka/sa+1. As f(z | z ≥ s) = f(z)/(1−F (s)), the average

income ȳ(s) of tax units with income larger than or equal to s is given by

ȳ(s) =

∫ ∞
s

z · f((z | z ≥ s))dz =
a

a− 1
· s

This is a central characteristic of the Pareto distribution: expected income above a

given threshold s is a factor b = a/(a − 1) times the threshold s; the factor is constant

and independent of the threshold s itself. It is possible to estimate the parameter a if

one knows the number of tax units above a given threshold s and their average income

ȳ(s).

To estimate the top shares, we follow the approach suggested by Piketty (2001) and

adopted by Dell et al. (2007) in their study on top income shares in Switzerland from 1933

onward, thus guaranteeing comparability of the series. Using the local Pareto distribution

12Gabaix (2008) presents theoretical motivations for the emergence of a Pareto distribution at the top
for income and wealth. In the context of CEO pay, Gabaix and Landier (2008) present a model where
matching, combined with extreme value theory for the initial firm size and the distribution of talent
among CEOs, can explain the emergence of a power law. For an overview of popular variants of Pareto’s
models, the reader is referred to Arnold (2008).
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parameters a and k within a given income bracket, the income thresholds to belong to a

certain top group, and their average and total incomes are estimated. The latter is used

to calculate the share in total income for the corresponding top group. Details on the

estimation procedure are outlined in Appendix B.

3.2 Cantonal Top Shares

For the years where data at the federal level is missing, we estimate the national income

shares using cantonal top shares, based on federal income tax statistics at the cantonal

level. The latter are available throughout the reform period with the exception of the

two years before the change to the praenumerando method.

Figure 1 shows the income shares for the top 1% group in Switzerland and several

cantons from 1981/82 to 2008. Cantons which changed their tax system on the same

date are pooled together (these are Zurich and Thurgau (ZH, TG); Vaud, Valais and

Ticino (VD, VS, TI); Basel-Stadt (BS); and the group of the remaining 20 cantons). So

instead of speaking of cantonal series, what follows is based upon series for geographical

areas that do not need to comprise only one canton. An advantage of these aggregated

series is that they are less sensitive to both changes in the composition of the underlying

population and to idiosyncratic changes of individual top incomes. Note how Basel-Stadt,

a small canton in terms of population, exhibits higher volatility in top income shares.

In the years for which national data are available, the cantons reveal similar trends

as trends at the national level. Note that the top shares within the cantons correspond

to total cantonal income, i.e., to the income distribution within each canton. So even

though the Swiss distribution clearly depends on the distribution within each canton, the

Swiss top shares cannot be obtained by simply averaging cantonal top shares.13 The next

step is to accurately estimate the values for these missing years.

13In their study of cantonal top shares, Schaltegger and Gorgas (2011) fill the gap in the data by
averaging incomes over two years from the yearly tabulations ex post. This however, is not equivalent to
the tabulations in the old system, as averaging income brackets over two years does not take into account
any individual income mobility across brackets. Such averaging will therefore potentially decrease the
estimated inequality at the top even more than the biennial assessment of incomes does.
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Figure 1: Top 1% income shares for Switzerland and grouped cantons

Note: Top income shares for different cantons, grouped into “regions” according to the point in time
when cantons changed from prae- to postnumerando taxation. The underlying tax statistics were first
aggregated at this “regional” level before the corresponding top income shares were computed using the
Pareto interpolation method. Source: Federal income tax statistics, own calculations.

3.3 Estimating top income shares for the transition period

Figure 1 reveals the structure of the data we use for the estimation of the missing years

at the national level. We consider three methods to fill the gap from 1995 to 2002: (i)

imputation, (ii) OLS regression, and (iii) synthetic control.

The first method exploits the variation in top shares using only the available cantons

and excluding the cantons for which data are missing in a given year (‘imputation’).

Comparing this value to the value when including all cantons shows the influence of the

excluded canton on the Swiss series, and the variation can then be used to impute the

missing years. As the gap is ten years and different cantons are available in different

years, the imputation is done in a consecutive way and based on different cantonal series.

Second, we use OLS with cantonal fixed effects to estimate the relation between the

national and cantonal top income shares for the years 1981–2008. Using linear forecasting

(i.e., using the estimated coefficients), the missing values for the Swiss series are estimated

from the cantonal series. For each year, we regress the series for Switzerland on the

maximum number of cantons available. Table 8.2 in the Online Appendix shows the

different models estimated for each year. The last row indicates the years for which each

model was used to obtain the predicted values.
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An alternative to the previous two techniques is the synthetic control method of

Abadie et al. (2010). Their original motivation for the use of synthetic controls was

to estimate the effect of a policy change in one region compared to the absence of the

policy. The idea is to compare the evolution of an outcome variable in the affected region

to its hypothetical evolution if the policy intervention had not taken place. Instead of

just comparing the region of interest to a similar control region, the synthetic control

region is constructed out of a whole set of potential control regions (for more details see

Abadie and Gardeazabal, 2003; Abadie et al., 2010, 2015; Bechtel et al., 2016). Similar

to the analysis of the evolution of an outcome variable after a policy change, here the

question is: what would we have observed if we had the tax data for Switzerland as a

whole? The predicting variables used are all top groups’ income shares, the corresponding

income thresholds to belong to a top group, and the average income above a threshold.

In addition, GDP and population growth rates, GDP per capita, and the unemployment

rate are included. For details on the predictors and weights used, see Tables B1 and B2

in Appendix B.

The synthetic control method exhibits the theoretical advantage that the implied

weights of the sub-groups (in our case the cantons) must be between 0 and 1. With OLS

or imputation, this is not guaranteed (see Abadie et al., 2015). Empirically, the synthetic

control method has the advantage that the estimated time series has a lower volatility than

the one derived from the other methods. Furthermore the estimated income series fits

the labor incomes series, which are available in all years, better. The results throughout

the paper are therefore based on the synthetic control method. We discuss the (small)

numerical differences between the three imputation methods in Subsection 4.2.1 below.

4 Results: Top Income Shares in Switzerland

4.1 The Evolution Between 1981/82 and 2010

Main Finding: An Upward Trend

Figure 2 shows that the share of income going to the top income earners increased from
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Figure 2: Swiss top income shares, 1981–2010

Note: Top income shares for different top groups. The two vertical lines demarcate the period 1995–2002,
for which top shares have been imputed using the synthetic control method. Source: Federal income tax
statistics, own calculations.

the 1980s to 2010, and the previously missing years 1995 to 2002 are no exception. Yet

there are differences between the top groups, with larger increases further up in the

income distribution.14 While the top 10% group experienced an increase of 13% over the

whole period, the increase for the top 1% was 27% and added up to 100% for the richest

450 tax units belonging to the top 0.01% (see Table 2). These cumulative growth rates

were even larger in 2008 for most of the top groups, the year right before the out break

of the global Financial Crisis. Panel c) in Figure 2 also suggests that it is the higher

14The finding that the top decile is a heterogeneous income group has been pointed out in previous
research by Atkinson and Piketty (2007, 2010 and Roine et al. (2009).
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percentiles in the income distribution that tend to have more volatile earnings, which is

confirmed by the variance of periodical growth rates reported in Table 2.

Table 2: Growth in income shares of top groups, 1981–2010

Top 10% Top 10–1% Top 1% Top 0.5% Top 0.1% Top 0.01%

Growth 12.82% 7.13% 27.35% 34.59% 57.15% 100.44%
Variance 1.699 0.681 13.699 21.613 63.300 230.808
Growth p.a. 0.43% 0.24% 0.91% 1.15% 1.91% 3.35%

Max growth 13.32% 7.13% 31.34% 39.65% 66.31% 116.85%
in year 2008 2010 2008 2008 2007 2008

Note: Total and average annual growth in income shares of different top groups, 1981–2010.

Swiss top income shares are strongly correlated with the business cycle. The last

recession covered in the data is the so-called “dot-com bubble” in 2001. After a peak in

2000, we observe a drop in income shares for all top groups. The dynamics are slightly

different between the very top and the top decile as a whole. For the latter group, income

shares fell in 2001 and 2002, but then also recovered quickly: in 2005 they had reached

pre-recession levels and continued to rise (see Figure 3.a). Further at the top, the drop

was steeper yet the recovery still happened almost as quick as for the top decile as a

whole. However, despite these differences, by the end of the time span covered, all groups

have attained shares in total income above any level reached before.

Research on top incomes suggests that these have become more cyclical since the

1980s (Saez, 2013). Using a panel of 16 countries, Roine et al. (2009) find that growth

benefits the top 1% group the most, while Guvenen et al. (2012), who use a large panel

of individuals in the U.S. for 1978–2011, find that those belonging to the top 1% and

0.1% experience the largest income drop when entering a recession. In fact, their drop in

income is larger than for those in the 90th percentile. Guvenen et al. (2014) further find

that the top 1% in the U.S. have more volatile income than the rest of the population,

but that this difference cannot be explained by business fluctuations alone. They find

that the volatility varies by industry: the finance, insurance and real estate industry is

the most cyclical for the top 1% earners.
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This picture is in line with income distribution theories, which attribute a higher

volatility to more disperse distributions, especially at the top (see Neal and Rosen, 2000,

for an overview). Another possible explanation for the observed higher volatility at the

very top lies in the relative importance of capital income combined with the different com-

position of wealth at the very top compared to the top groups in the lower percentiles:

the share of wealth held in corporate stock increases at the very top of the wealth dis-

tribution, while the share of other assets generating more stable returns, especially real

estate, decreases with wealth as evidence from the U.S. shows (Kopczuk and Saez, 2004;

Saez, 2006).

Long Run Development

As the series presented in this study are constructed following the approach of Dell et al.

(2007), we can combine our results with the latter to obtain top income shares series from

1933 to 2010. As shown in Figure 3, top income shares have remained remarkably stable

over this period. This is especially true for the two decades from the mid-1970s to the

mid-1990s. Thereafter we observe a steady increase which made some top groups, such

as the top 10%, reach, by the end of the last decade, the highest share in total incomes

they had ever experienced.

The long term picture also provides further evidence for a steeper increase at the very

top of the income distribution. Panel c) of Figure 3 shows how the top 0.1% outperformed

neighboring groups, especially so in the last decade for which data is available. Figure 4

makes this point even more clearly by comparing the top 10% within the top 10% (i.e.,

the top 1% of the entire population as a share of the top 10% group) and within the top

1% group, respectively. While these within-group shares were more or less equal from

1933 to the beginning of the 1970s, the top 10% within the top 1% started to rise and

drift away thereafter. Similarly, the ratio of the average income of the tax units of each

top group relative to the total average income has been steadily increasing ever since the

mid-1990s, after having reached its trough in the 1970s and 1980s. For the top 0.01% of

tax units, i.e., the 450 richest households in Switzerland, average earnings have climbed

up to 180 times the average earnings in the economy—an unprecedented level.
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(c) Top 0.1%, top 0.5–0.1%, and top 1–0.5% groups

Figure 3: Long run evolution of top income shares in Switzerland, 1933–2010

Note: Top income shares for different top groups. Years 1995–2002 imputed using synthetic control.
Source: Federal income tax statistics; 1933–1993: Dell et al. (2007), 1995–2010: own calculations.

International Comparison

In comparison to the experience of other countries, top 1% income shares in Switzerland

have remained fairly stable since the 1930s, with a dip at the end of the 1960s. When

in the 1980s top income shares in the U.S. started to shoot up, Switzerland underwent
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Figure 4: Shares within shares, 1933–2010

Note: Share of income going to the richest 10% within the top 10% and top 1%, respectively. Source:
Federal income tax statistics; 1933–1993: Dell et al. (2007), 1995–2010: own calculations.
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Figure 5: Top income shares in international comparison, 1913–2013

Source: The World Wealth and Income Database, Alvaredo et al. (2016)
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an experience similar to its neighbors Germany and France, which both experienced an

extremely stable evolution in top income shares. This picture changes when looking at

the top 0.01% groups depicted in Figure 5b. This group comes much closer to the U.S.

experience with a pronounced increase starting in the 1990s and reaching unprecedented

levels in 2007.

4.2 Robustness Checks

4.2.1 Robustness of the Estimation Results

Prediction for Missing Years Using the Synthetic Control Method

Figure 6 reports estimates from the synthetic control method together with the estimates

from the OLS regressions and the imputed values. Estimates of the alternative methods

(OLS and imputation) follow the same trend as our synthetic control estimates.

Besides the theoretical advantage (see Section 3.3 above) the synthetic control estimates

perform better in the data for two reasons. First, the OLS as well as the linear imputation

estimates lead to a strong increase in the top shares between 1998 and 1999, while the

labor income shares (see below) stay flat during this period. Instead, the synthetic

control captures this feature very well. Second, the synthetic control method leads to the

smoothest evolution among the three methods. Given a generally increasing trend in top

income shares, these estimates provide a conservative measure of inequality and income

volatility at the top.

With respect to the observed evolution in recent years, the synthetic control estimates

would have predicted a steeper increase for the top 10% and 5% groups and a lower

increase for the top 0.1% and top 0.01% groups than what we observe in reality. This is

in line with the hypothesis that there are underlying different trends in income inequality

at the top and that the very top groups have experienced an extraordinarily large increase

in their total income shares.

OLS Estimates for the Missing Years

The OLS estimates indicate that the increase in top income shares in the late 1990s

could have been slightly larger and more pronounced. The peak emerging in 2000 is not
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Figure 6: Comparison of different imputation methods for the years 1995–2002

Note: The series show the result of different imputation methods to estimate top income shares for the
period 1995–2002 (demarcated by vertical lines), for which no federal income tax statistics are available.
See text for details. Source: Federal income tax statistics, own calculations.

observed in the synthetic control estimates, even though we observe such a peak in many

(but not all) of the cantonal series. Again, we take this as indication that the synthetic

control estimates are conservative in the sense that they do not overestimate the increase

in inequality in the end of the 1990s.

Detailed results of the OLS fixed-effects regressions used to predict the missing years can

be found in Table 7 in the Online Appendix. The overall fit of the different models for

all the different series of top income shares is good and the share of explained variation

is very high. Model I with Basel-Stadt (BS) as the only regressor achieves the lowest R2,

but even there the values range between 0.84 for the top 10% group estimates and 0.90

for the top 0.1% group. In models II and III the coefficient for Basel-Stadt turns out to

be insignificant except for the top 0.01% shares. The coefficients in models II and III

are robust to the exclusion of BS. This makes sense considering Basel’s small size and

therefore little impact on the overall distribution of incomes. At the same time some

of the richest entrepreneur families in Switzerland come from BS, the canton with the
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highest Gini coefficient in wealth distribution (0.91 in 2008, see Peters, 2011), as well as

an above-average Gini coefficient in tax incomes (Jeitziner and Peters, 2009).

Predicting Missing Years by Imputation

While the imputed values in Figure 6 follow a pattern very similar to the OLS estimates

for the groups from the top 10% group to the top 1% group, the estimates further towards

the top become very large and volatile. Especially for the top 0.1% and top 0.01% groups,

the estimated values around the year 1999 become even larger than the estimates in 2008.

Such an overshoot of top income shares, followed by a large decline just within a few

years, does not seem plausible. So while imputation gives reasonable estimates for the

top shares, this technique is not precise enough to impute values at the very top, as these

series are more volatile than the ones for the lower top groups.

Accuracy of the Pareto Distribution Assumption

To check for the accuracy of the Pareto interpolation method, we make use of the old

age insurance data (AHV-Statistik). For these labor incomes, we obtained the exact

percentiles upon request (for details, see Section 5) together with tabulations with the

same brackets as those reported in the tax statistics. This allows us to Pareto interpolate

the AHV data in the same way as we did with the tax statistics. The resulting estimates

of the top shares turn out to be very precise, with deviations between 0 and 0.5 percentage

points. Similarly, the deviations of the estimated income thresholds from the true values

range between a few Swiss Francs up to a couple of thousand Francs.15 So even though

grouped income data seem to be merely a relatively rough measure of the true income

distribution, the Pareto interpolation method ensures highly precise results even for very

small percentiles such as the top 0.5% group. Even more, the top 0.1% and 0.01% shares,

which have been extrapolated whenever not contained in the top bracket, are as precise

as the interpolated values.16

Pareto Interpolation Results in Comparison to Dell et al. (2007)

15For the group of self-employed, for some single years, the deviations jump to CHF 100,000. We
attribute these changes mainly to measurement errors in the data.

16This is the case for employees in the years after 2000 and for the self-employed over the whole
period.
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When comparing the results for 1981/82–1992/94 to those of Dell et al. (2007), the

estimates are very similar although not exactly identical. This has different reasons.

First, our estimates of the total tax units in the country are based on yearly register data

and not on linear interpolation between decennial censuses. Second, we also use a total

in tax units that is slightly smaller than the one in Dell et al. (2007) (see Appendix B for

details). Note, however, that differences in the denominator do not matter very much as

the top shares calculated upon the total reported tax income instead of the denominator

that corrects for non-filers do not change much. Without the correction for total income,

the income shares of the top 10% are overestimated by less than 2 percentage points

and those of the top 0.01% by 0.07 percentage points, compared to the estimates where

the correction for total incomes has been made. Overall, the differences between the

estimates presented in our study and those reported by Dell et al. (2007) are very small,

ranging between 0.006 and 0.347 percentage points or 0.6% and 7.4%. This is still in

an acceptable range, for as Atkinson et al. (2010) put it in their meta study, “there is a

wide confidence interval surrounding the estimates, reflecting not sampling error [...] but

non-sampling error” (p.678). They suggest an error margin of ± 20%.

4.2.2 Is it a Data Phenomenon? System Change and Tax Evasion

Change from Biennial to Annual System

The change from the biennial to the annual assessment of incomes has only minor quan-

titative effects. There is no visible jump in the top shares, and even though they started

to rise after 1993, the rise was slow in the beginning and can be seen as the beginning

of an era of increasing top income shares which became especially pronounced from the

end of the 1990s onward. Using individual federal income tax data for the canton of

Zurich,17 we simulate the effect of averaging incomes over two years on the estimated top

income shares for the period 2001–2010. The effect is of minor size,18 suggesting that

17Source: Federal Tax Administration ESTV, Bern; access through SNF Sinergia grant 130648 “The
Swiss Confederation: A Natural Laboratory for Research on Fiscal and Political Decentralization”.

18Compared to an annual system, averaging the incomes over two years reduces the estimated top 10%
income share by 0.5 percentage points on average, and the top 1% by 0.3 percentage points, respectively.
See Table 1 in the Online Appendix.
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true inequality was only slightly higher in the pre-reform period than what we measure

with the tax statistics. The absence of a sudden rise is likely due to the fact that betwixt

assessments had been increasing prior to the reform, gradually leading to more annual

assessments already under the biennial tax regime.

Changes in Tax Evasion

A potential concern is that the observed increase in top income shares is driven by a

decrease in tax evasion. This could be due to the prevalence of electronic payment

systems or because top tax rates in Switzerland have been decreasing, thereby reducing

the incentives to evade taxes. Several aspects speak against this conjecture. First, the

fraction of non-filers was increasing over the period of our study. This is consistent

with the findings in Feld and Frey (2006), according to which tax evasion varies between

12.6% in 1978 and 35.1% in 1990. Second, speaking to officials from different cantonal

tax administrations confirmed our view that tax evasion has not decreased over time,

some officials from the administration even suspecting an increase in tax evasion. Third,

while in some cantons the change to the postnumerando taxation was accompanied by

the introduction of new IT systems allowing a better cross-checking of tax return data,

the drawback of the yearly assessment seems to be that tax collectors have less time

to investigate suspicious cases. Yet all the officials we spoke to agreed that income tax

evasion is an offense mostly committed by low- and middle-income households. They

argued that for top earners the issue is more the evasion of wealth taxes and casual

income (earned abroad). Overall, it is not plausible that the observed increase in top

income shares is due to more compliance.

4.2.3 High Income Foreign Residents and Other Special Cases in the Data

Switzerland is well-known to be an attractive country for high-income residents. The

so-called special cases in the Swiss tax statistics, which are included in our estimates,

are therefore of particular interest. There are two important groups: (i) expenditure-

based taxpayers, i.e. the “tax deals”, and (ii) tax units with taxable income below rate-

determining income. The latter case emerges when taxpayers have incomes already taxed
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abroad (e.g., foreign real estate), or tax units not subject to taxation in Switzerland for

a full fiscal year (e.g., tax units who emigrate). Information on taxpayers generating

income in several countries is a particular feature of the Swiss tax data.19 Expenditure-

based taxation is available to foreign taxpayers who relocate to Switzerland, under the

condition that they do not work in Switzerland. Swiss citizens can opt for this special

treatment in their first year of residing in the country after an absence of at least ten

years and again under the condition of not pursuing any kind of work in Switzerland.

Expenditure-based taxpayers are taxed according to their own and their Swiss-based

dependents’ living expenditures, rather than according to their income. The sum of these

expenditures has to equal at least five times the (imputed) rent (in case of homeowners).

For taxpayers living in hotels, pensions, or homes for the elderly the tax base has to equal

at least twice their expenditures for room and board. In addition, a control calculation

makes sure that the tax is not lower than the regular tax on Swiss income sources would

be, namely real estate incomes and all kind of capital incomes, patents, and pensions

from Swiss sources. Incomes from abroad are taken into account if the taxpayer claims

an exemption from the foreign income tax.

Contrary to common wisdom, expenditure-based taxpayers do not get a special tax

deal in the sense that they negotiate over a different tax rate. Their tax base is sim-

ply calculated upon their expenditures rather than upon their income.20 This sum of

expenditures is then taken as base to calculate the tax as if it were taxable income. If

applicable, a tax payer proposes expenditure-based taxation not only because she wants

to decrease the tax burden, but also to reduce the costs associated with tax filing. If

income streams are a complex mix of different sources from different countries, opting

for an expenditure-based tax deal may be less costly, and it guards the taxpayer from

becoming under suspicion of tax fraud in other countries, since they legally pay their

full taxes in Switzerland (Weibel, 2014). Therefore, it is not a priori clear whether this

tax base, which enters our top income share estimates as income, is larger, smaller or

19This differentiation cannot occur in the U.S., for instance, because for U.S. citizens and residents
their global income is taxed in the U.S.

20It is still necessary to obtain an individual deal, called tax ruling, with the local tax administration
who considers each case on an individual basis. This may explain the confusion.
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much smaller than actual income would be. Although we expect these taxpayers’ income

to be larger than their reported tax base on average, there is at least some anecdotal

evidence that expenditure-based taxpayers sometimes pay more taxes than they would

on a regular basis. When the canton of Zurich abolished the expenditure-based taxation

in 2010, about half of the 201 expenditure-based taxpayers left the canton, and among

those who stayed, only 47 (i.e., approximately 50%) paid higher taxes (Finanzdirektion

Kanton Zürich, 2012).

The second special group are those taxpayers where the rate-determining income does

not equal taxable income, mostly because they earn income abroad which must be taken

into account to calculate the tax rate. In these cases the Swiss tax rate is calculated upon

the whole income, but is only applied to the income taxable in Switzerland. Again we

cannot know by how much the statistics underestimate true income, but it is possible to

report these cases.

Figure 7 shows exemplarily the importance of expenditure-based and special tax

units among the top 0.1% group. In quantitative terms, special cases with global rate-

determining income higher than their income taxed in Switzerland are much more relevant

within the top income groups than wealthy foreigners taxed according to their expendi-

tures, and their share has been increasing since the 1970s. Not surprisingly, the share of

special cases increases towards the top of the income distribution. This fact entails two

interesting findings. First, top income earners in Switzerland are more prone to have in-

comes from abroad than the average taxpayer, a finding that becomes more accentuated

towards the very top of the income distribution. Furthermore, the share of individuals

earning income abroad has increased substantially over time, notably among very top

groups. While in the 1970s around 12% of the top 0.1% income earners were “special

cases”, by 2010 this share has increased to 34%. In our view, this goes hand-in-hand with

the observation that while Switzerland has a relatively equal wage distribution, inequal-

ity at the top resembles more the Anglo-Saxon countries. The very top income earners

are truly “global”: they seem to be able to take advantage of globalization more than

the average, and their income process follows the corresponding worldwide trends for top
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incomes. Second, the presence of tax deals does not play a central role for a possible

downward bias of top income shares. Very rich persons with income sources from abroad

seem to find attractive tax conditions in Switzerland even without a special tax deal.

For our overall results these findings indicate that our estimates on the evolution of top

income shares should be taken as a lower bound and that the bias arising from special

cases with several international income sources becomes larger for groups at the very top.
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Figure 7: Expenditure-based tax units and special cases among the top 0.1%

Note: Share of expenditure-based tax units and so-called special cases of taxpayers with rate-determining
income different to taxable income among the top 0.1% group. Series for other groups can be found
in Table 6 in the Online Appendix. Source: Individual federal income tax data, ESTV Bern, own
calculations.

5 Driving Factors of Top Income Shares: Labor vs.

Capital Incomes and the Distribution of Wealth

The picture of top income shares we have obtained so far is based on total income. To

better understand the driving factors behind the observed patterns, the next step would

be to decompose total income into labor and capital income. The Swiss tax data do

not allow such a distinction, but other sources do allow a closer look at the evolution

of labor and capital incomes separately. For the former, we make use of the old age

insurance statistics (AHV-Statistik), while for the latter we have to rely on estimates

from wealth statistics. There is only limited cantonal information on how labor and

capital income are correlated, so the discussion below is an educated conjecture of how
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the income composition within top groups has changed over time.

5.1 The Increasing Importance of Labor Incomes

The AHV statistics contain the full earnings information for all employees and self-

employed on a yearly basis. Moreover, as contributions to the old age insurance are

not capped but are levied upon total labor income (including all wage components, such

as equity pay), all labor incomes legally earned in Switzerland are covered. As the AHV

statistics are a full sample, it is possible to obtain the percentile values of interest directly

from the data.21 The obtained top income shares therefore correspond to the true shares

within the labor income distribution (as opposed to total income in the case of the top

shares estimated with tax statistics). An important difference between social security

and tax statistics is that the former relies on individuals whereas the latter is based on

tax units. To the extent to which the correlation between top incomes and household

structure did not change, the evolution of top labor incomes may be directly compared

to the evolution of total incomes. Hence, if top labor incomes grew faster than total

incomes, labor incomes would have become relatively more important among the very

top income earners.

Figure 8 shows the top labor income shares together with total top income shares

from the income tax data. They clearly follow the same patterns, with the latter being

higher for every top group at every point in time. Labor income is therefore more equally

distributed than total income.

The AHV statistics further allow us to decompose labor income into wages paid

to employees and income of the self-employed (Figure 9). Not surprisingly, the self-

employed at the very top have particularly high shares of the total income generated by

all self-employed, also because some businesses generate only very low profits.22 For both

categories we observe again an upward trend starting in the mid-1990s, as well as an

21We owe thanks to the data team of the Zentrale Ausgleichsstelle der AHV (ZAS), especially to
Hans-Peter Naef, who extracted the data we needed.

22Note that in the old age insurance statistics, the main income source determines whether someone is
classified as an employee or as self-employed, therefore making sure that incomes from self-employment
are their main labor income source.
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Figure 8: Top 1% income shares of total income and labor income

Note: Income shares of the top 1% within the total income distribution (based on tax data), and the top
1% within the labor income distribution (based on social security data). Source: Total income: federal
income tax statistics, labor income: AHV-Statistik; own calculations.

inverse ‘U’ pattern between 1999 and 2003, reflecting the boom and recession related to

the “dot com” bubble in 2001. Similar to what we observe in the tax data covering all

incomes, these patterns become more pronounced further up in the income distribution.

This is even more so in the case of the self-employed, who experience stronger fluctuations

as their incomes depend more on common economic trends than employees’ incomes.

5.1.1 The Rise of Top Employees

The top self-employed and employees’ incomes have grown differently since 1981, as

depicted in Figure 10. While for the top 10% and (to a lesser extent) the top 5% it is

true that entrepreneurs performed best when it came to securing large income shares,

the increase in top employees’ income shares is stunning. For the top 0.01% it more than

tripled over the observed period, compared to the top self-employeds’ shares, which less

than doubled. These changes over time are of course limited, as the shares themselves

are bounded above. Nevertheless Figure 10 clearly shows how the distribution of labor

earnings in Switzerland has been undergoing some remarkable changes since the beginning

of the millennium. While up to the mid-1990s the evolution of top incomes was similar for

entrepreneurs and employees at the very top, employees benefited from a steady increase

in their income shares. The top incomes of employees rose by more than 55%, whereas

total top income shares rose by only 30%. Taken together this implies that while there
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has been a general increase in earnings inequality at the top as top income shares have

been on a steady rise, this increase has been steeper for employees’ incomes than for the

self-employeds’ incomes and total incomes measured by the tax data.
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(b) Top 0.1% income shares of employees and self-employed

Figure 9: Top income shares of employees and self-employed, 1981–2010

Note: Labor income shares of the top 1% and top 0.1%, respectively, of (i) all working individuals, (ii)
employees, and (iii) self-employed. Self-employed not completely and finally assessed after 2008. The
income denominator is (i) total labor income, (ii) total employee income, and (iii) total income of the
self-employed, respectively. Source: AHV-Statistik, own calculations.

Further, we observe again that earnings at the top have become more volatile. This

makes sense if we think of high self-employed earnings containing a risk premium, while

for employees, wages can be seen as more predictable and stable. If now the increase

at the top is partly due to more volatile salary components such as stock options and

equity pay, top paid employees like CEOs will also bear part of the firm’s risk. Note,
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however, that the upward trend still remains, as the declines are sharp but smaller than

the increases. This pattern is consistent with the empirical literature, showing that CEOs

are paid for luck but are not punished for bad outcomes (Bertrand and Mullainathan,

2001).
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Figure 10: Change in top 1% income shares of labor income of employees and self-
employed, and total income for all taxpayers, 1981–2010

Note: Change in income shares of different top groups, see Figures 9 a) and 2 b).

The question is why we observe such a surge only after the mid 1990s. On the

one hand, the literature has proposed market driven explanations such as skill-biased

technological change which has favored top earners (see e.g. Gabaix and Landier, 2008).

Some others have claimed that it is the institutional setting which matters and which has

changed after the Reagan/Thatcher era, which was followed by a wave of liberalizations in

many spheres (Pontusson, 2005). Related to this institutional view is a broad literature

considering the effects of tax rates on top incomes. Piketty et al. (2014) present an

overview of the different effects from taxation on top incomes along with a model including

different margins of behavioral responses to taxation. The innovation of their model is

that it includes top earners’ responses of bargaining-over-pay, in addition to the standard

supply-side and tax avoidance responses to taxation.

To gain more insights in the Swiss case we follow Gabaix and Landier (2008) and

study the correlation between top labor incomes and the market capitalization of listed

companies as a share of GDP. Figure 11 shows the striking result: the stock market
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capitalization of Swiss firms rose from around 70% of GDP to much over 250% of GDP

in a short time period between the early 1990s and 2007. In an international comparison,

these values clearly exceed those of other relatively small countries like the Netherlands

and of larger countries such as France or Germany alike. Swiss stock market capitalization

as a share of GDP is even higher than Luxembourg’s in most of the years. The rise

corresponds very well with the increase in top labor income shares (dotted line in Figure

11). The correlation between the two series is 0.745 and statistically significant at the

1% level.
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Figure 11: Top 1% labor income shares and market capitalization in percent of GDP

Note: Swiss top 1% labor income share (left scale), and market capitalization of listed companies relative
to GDP for different countries. Source: The World Bank, Development Index.

5.2 Top Wealth Shares and Capital Incomes

The second driver of top incomes are capital incomes. Our estimates of the evolution of

capital incomes are much cruder than the estimates of labor income. To at least gain an

idea of how the distribution of capital incomes has evolved, we look at the evolution of

wealth inequality. Assuming that returns to capital do not vary systematically among

the top groups, the evolution of wealth inequality is a good proxy for the evolution of

capital income inequality. Figure 12 presents the top wealth shares from Dell et al. (2007),

updated to 2011, estimated analogously to the top income shares. Wealth reported in

the tax statistics is net (gross wealth minus liabilities) and relates to tax units (as in the

case of incomes). Both panels of Figure 12 show that, as with top income shares, top
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wealth shares started to increase again in the 1990s, with the increase becoming more

pronounced in recent years and further up in the income distribution. If we disregard the

spike in the late 1930s, which is most probably caused by an influx of wealthy immigrants

fleeing from the Nazis (Dell et al., 2007), wealth shares of the top 1% group have risen

to levels comparable to the post World War I period. Top 0.1% wealth shares have even

risen so significantly since the early 2000s that they have reached unprecedented levels.

The numbers have to be interpreted with care, however, as pension accounts are tax

free and therefore not included in the tax statistics.23 Individuals accumulate funded

pension wealth through mandatory wage deductions through the employer (“2nd pillar”),

and through optional individual contributions (“3rd pillar”). Annual contributions to both

systems are capped. Their growth throughout the 20th century and in particular since

their general introduction in 1984 leads to an overestimation of wealth concentration over

time and in international comparison. While in 1969 the share of pension wealth in overall

wealth amounted to 20%, it has increased to 37% in 2011. To get a sense of how this

affects top wealth share estimates, we compute two alternative wealth share estimates

taking into account pension wealth. In both approaches, the total wealth denominator

consists of taxable wealth plus all pension funds.24 In the first approach, each tax unit

is assigned the average pension wealth, i.e, we assume that pension wealth is equally

distributed, and the nominator is adjusted accordingly. This series therefore constitutes

a lower bound for the wealth concentration. Our estimates, however, need not be too far

off reality, since pension wealth is of lower importance for very wealthy individuals. This

is confirmed by Bütler et al. (2016), who, based on SHARE (Survey of Health Ageing and

23In addition, the tax value of real estate is typically lower than market value. For the middle class,
residential property constitutes a large part of their wealth. The Swiss National Bank (SNB) collects
data on financial and real estate assets by households since 1998 (excluding commercial property owned
by individuals). Comparing the SNB data series with the tax data shows no divergence between the two
series. Changes in top wealth shares are therefore not driven by changes in the assessment of real estate.
The practice differs between cantons, but real estate is valued at 70–100% of market value (Decision
by the Swiss Federal Court BGE 128 I 240), and market value is re-estimated every 10 to 15 years. If
we set the households’ real estate value at 80% of market values calculated by the SNB, taxable wealth
amounts to 85–90% of the wealth calculated by the SNB, after correcting for pension wealth, see below.
Details see Table 2 in the Online Appendix.

24We use two data sources for pension wealth: Data before 1999 are taken from Leimgruber (2008),
based on the Federal Pension Fund Statistics. Data since 1999 are based on the SNB, Swiss Financial
Account, Table 14.
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Retirement in Europe) data, find no correlation between non-pension wealth and pension

wealth in Switzerland. We have three possible explanations for the low correlation finding.

First, pension wealth can be cashed out at retirement (but also to buy a house or to start

a business). Tax incentives make it more profitable for rich people to cash out their

pension wealth. Hence, many wealthy individuals have only taxable non-pension wealth

but no pension wealth left. Second, individuals with relatively low pension wealth may

compensate by saving outside of the public pension system. Moreover, for high-income

earners, pension contributions are capped above. Finally, individuals with high levels

of wealth may decide to work less and therefore accumulate less pension wealth. In the

second approach we add to the nominator of each top wealth group the share in total

pension wealth the same top group has in total labor incomes. The top 10% of workers,

for example, has on average a labor income share of 28%, hence the top 10% of the net

wealth distribution are assigned 28% of pension wealth in addition. Since we only have

top labor income shares for the years 1981–2010, we use the average labor income share of

each top income group during this period for all the years. Since labor income and pension

wealth have conceivably a low correlation, this second approach provides a conservative,

upper bound estimate for the wealth concentration including pension wealth.

The results are depicted in Figures 13 a) and b). The quantitative effect of including

pension wealth is very large. Assigning each taxpayer average pension wealth (dotted

lines), the wealth share of the top 10% drops from 74% to 47% and the top 1% share

drops from 40% to 25% in 2011. As expected, assigning proportional rather than average

pension wealth has the strongest impact on the top 10%, increasing their wealth share by

roughly 7 percentage points in 2011. For the wealthiest 0.1% in contrast, the difference

between the two methods is negligible.These corrected levels in top wealth shares are

much more comparable to the wealth concentration in other countries with similar income

concentration. In France, for example, top wealth shares equal 62% and 23% for the top

10% and top 1%, respectively (Piketty, 2014). Furthermore, our corrected series show a

secular downward trend in the wealth distribution, quite similar to other industrialized

countries.
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Figure 12: Top wealth shares in Switzerland, 1913–2011

Note: Shares in total wealth of different top wealth groups. Source: Wealth tax statistics, ESTV; years
1913–1997: Dell et al. (2007), 2003–2011: own calculations.
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Figure 13: Top wealth shares in Switzerland corrected for pension wealth, 1913–2011

Note: Series of (i) shares in total wealth of different top wealth groups, and (ii) shares in total wealth
corrected for funded pension wealth. Source: Wealth tax statistics (ESTV), pension wealth statistics
(1925–1996: Leimgruber, 2008, 2003–2011: SNB, Household Wealth Statistics), top wealth shares (1913–
1997: Dell et al., 2007, 2003–2011: own calculations).

Nevertheless we observe an increase in the top 1% and the top 0.1% since the mid-

1990s in both the uncorrected and the corrected series. In fact, the rise in the top 10%

wealth share is due to the increase of the top 0.1% alone. It is interesting to confront this

fact with our finding that the share of globalized incomes among top income earners has

risen. The SNB collects data for off-shore wealth held by Swiss (and foreign) residents

since 1998.25 Between 1998 and 2007, we see a strong co-movement of off-shore wealth

25The seminal contribution by Zucman (2013) analyzes off-shore wealth and he uses data on fiduciary
wealth as well, available since 1976. These deposits are of minor importance for Swiss residents, however,
since inter alia the Swiss anticipatory tax on dividends, which is withheld at source, still applies. The
value of fiduciary deposits did not exceed 5% of other off-shore wealth held by Swiss residents in the
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and top wealth shares. The value of off-shore portfolios at current prices almost doubled

from 554 billion USD in 1998 to 1.083 trillion USD in 2007. The share of off-shore wealth

in total wealth as measured by the SNB (see footnote 25) rose from 32% to 43% in that

period. Looking at securities only, the share of foreign issuers shortly exceeded that of

domestic issuers in the year 2007. After the financial crisis the value of foreign assets

decreased and stabilized at around 1 trillion USD which amounts to 31% of total wealth.

However, as noted by Zucman (2013), most of off-shore wealth is held by foreigners.

Their off-shore wealth equaled 187% of the Swiss residents’ counterpart in 1998, only to

increase to 201% in 2007, and to decrease to levels around 175% in 2014 (Source: SNB,

see Online Appendix Table 3).

Interestingly, top wealth shares have decreased only a little since 2007, whereas off-

shore wealth was repatriated at large. To sum up, until 2007, the off-shore wealth

increased in line with the top wealth shares, however, wealth shares seemed only lit-

tle affected by the decrease of off-shore wealth, both by Swiss residents and foreigners,

thereafter.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we investigated the evolution of top income and top labor income shares

in Switzerland. In particular, we have closed the data gap between 1993 and 2003 which

arose because the cantons changed their tax systems at different points in this time frame.

Our results show that top income shares in Switzerland have increased, with stronger

increases at the very top: the top 1% income share rose from 8.5% in the late 1980s to

11% in the late 2000s, whereas the top 0.1% share increased from 2.9% to 4.2% in the

same period. Together with the large increase, the very highest incomes also exhibited

the largest volatility over the business cycle.

We also compared the income data from the tax statistics with the labor income data

from the social security statistics, for which we obtained the percentiles directly from the

register data. We find that inequality among the best paid workers (employees and self-

period 1998–2014, for which the SNB data is available (see Table 3 in the Online Appendix).
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employed) rose sharply as well, with the same time trend as the estimated values for total

top incomes. The latter finding underpins our estimates of total income shares for the

missing years 1995–2002. Furthermore, the share of top labor incomes has grown faster

than total top incomes. In this respect, Switzerland follows the trends of other indus-

trialized countries, where labor income has been found to have become more important

among the top income groups (Atkinson et al., 2011).

The increase in top wealth shares has been more moderate than the increase in top

income shares. Only the top 0.1% of the wealth distribution have substantially increased

their share in total wealth, reaching unprecedented levels in the past decade. The con-

centration as well as the increase in top wealth shares, however, is reduced substantially

once we correct for funded pension wealth.

Summing up we find that inequality among the very top resembles more the experience

of Anglo-Saxon countries. This coincides with our finding that the very top income

earners in Switzerland are truly “global”: they seem to be able to take advantage of

globalization more than the average, and their income process follows the corresponding

worldwide trends for top incomes.

Further research is needed to investigate the hypothesis that falling top marginal tax

rates could partially explain the rise of incomes at the very top of the distribution. Falling

tax rates, especially in a country with strong direct democratic institutions, might be cor-

related with more fundamental changes in values. If, following the Reagan/Thatcher era,

more free-market oriented values were adopted in politics and by the general public, this

could also help explain trends in increasing pay at the top, combined with the emergence

of incentive-based remuneration schemes. Such schemes can do both enhance efficiency

and camouflage rent-seeking behavior. Using individual data it would be possible to in-

vestigate patterns of CEO compensation across industries over time in Switzerland. We

leave these considerations for future research.
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Appendix A: Data Sources

Tax Statistics

Data set with grouped tax data provided by Raphaël Parchet, Università della Svizzera

italiana USI. 26 Original source: Federal Tax Office. This data set contains variables

for each of the cantons plus Switzerland for the tax periods 1983/84 up to 2010, ex-

cept for period 1987/88 for which raw data is completely missing. The lower bounds of

the income brackets for this dataset are 60,000 70,000 80,000 (up to year 2000) 90,000,

100,000, 120,000, 150,000, 200,000, 300,000, 400,000, 500,000, one million, and two mil-

lion CHF, respectively. For each income bracket the total number of tax units (Normal-

and Sonderfälle) and their total income within each bracket are reported.

Old Age Insurance Statistics (AHV-Statistik)

Data provided by Hans Peter Naef, Zentrale Ausgleichsstelle der AHV (ZAS), Geneva.

We obtained tabulations with the requested percentile threshold values, the income sum

above that threshold, the median within each threshold along with total incomes and the

total of insured persons for each year for the groups of employees, self-employed and all

insured working persons taken together. Additionally, we obtained grouped tabulations

with the same income brackets as in the tax statistics.

26Before Université de Lausanne
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Wealth Statistics

Grouped tax data of net wealth with income brackets from zero up to CHF 10 million

and above. Data downloadable from the Federal Tax Administration’s web site:

http://www.estv.admin.ch/dokumentation/00075/00076/00717/index.html?lang=de

Appendix B: Additional Tables

Table B1: Synthetic control canton weights

Top 10% Top 5% Top 1% Top 0.5% Top 0.1% Top 0.01%

ZH 0.05 0.047 0.048 0.051 0.058 0.035
BE 0 0 0 0 0 0
LU 0.12 0.113 0.121 0.129 0.139 0.114
UR 0.019 0.018 0.015 0.013 0.012 0.015
SZ 0.033 0.036 0.035 0.036 0.041 0.023
OW 0.001 0 0.003 0.004 0.005 0
NW 0 0 0 0 0 0
GL 0 0 0 0 0 0
ZG 0 0 0 0 0 0
FR 0 0 0 0 0 0
SO 0 0 0 0 0 0
BS 0.132 0.127 0.106 0.093 0.08 0.099
BL 0 0 0 0 0 0
SH 0 0 0 0 0 0
AR 0 0 0 0 0 0
AI 0 0 0 0 0 0
SG 0.08 0.088 0.102 0.105 0.096 0.137
GR 0 0 0 0 0 0
AG 0.127 0.127 0.121 0.119 0.122 0.1
TG 0 0 0 0 0 0
TI 0.043 0.045 0.039 0.036 0.035 0.026
VD 0.369 0.371 0.377 0.377 0.373 0.415
VS 0 0 0 0 0 0
NE 0 0 0 0 0 0
GE 0.025 0.027 0.034 0.037 0.039 0.036
JU 0 0 0 0 0 0
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Table B2: Synthetic control predictor means

Switzerland Synthetic Switzerland

Top 10% Top 5% Top 1% Top 0.5% Top 0.1% Top 0.01%
Income share
Top 10% 0.299 0.299 0.299 0.300 0.299 0.299 0.299
Top 5% 0.202 0.201 0.202 0.202 0.202 0.202 0.202
Top 1% 0.086 0.086 0.086 0.086 0.086 0.086 0.086
Top 0.5% 0.061 0.061 0.061 0.061 0.061 0.061 0.061
Top 0.1% 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.028 0.028
Top 0.01% 0.009 0.009 0.009 0.010 0.009 0.009 0.009

Average income (CHF)
Top 10% 146,150 145,992 146,018 146,312 146,152 146,206 146,169
Top 5% 196,951 196,745 196,795 197,193 196,958 197,021 197,002
Top 1% 421,291 420,745 420,849 421,819 421,243 421,376 421,368
Top 0.5% 594,874 594,215 594,288 595,726 594,808 594,989 595,087
Top 0.1% 1,370,438 1,367,655 1,367,491 1,371,937 1,369,048 1,369,511 1,370,566
Top 0.01% 4,658,723 4,654,137 4,641,994 4,664,602 4,644,788 4,645,014 4,654,498

Income threshold (CHF)
Top 10% 85,307 85,106 85,107 85,278 85,201 85,233 85,209
Top 5% 109,571 109,306 109,312 109,483 109,354 109,383 109,357
Top 1% 213,191 212,928 213,039 213,442 213,232 213,319 213,154
Top 0.5% 294,934 294,906 295,074 295,620 295,320 295,378 295,419
Top 0.1% 641,495 644,472 644,759 644,894 643,641 643,468 643,706
Top 0.01% 2,225,218 2,169,489 2,173,425 2,189,477 2,190,349 2,191,710 2,198,224

GDP p.c. (CHF) 46,999 46,127 46,059 45,955 45,809 45,751 45,733
GDP growth 5.04 4.83 4.84 4.88 4.90 4.92 4.89
Pop. growth 1.14 1.17 1.18 1.21 1.23 1.25 1.20
Unempl. rate 1.080 1.261 1.260 1.238 1.219 1.199 1.242
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Online Appendix Part 8: Technical Notes on the Con-
struction of Top Income Data Series

The Swiss Income Tax Reform of 1995

Before 1995, taxes were assessed upon a two-years basis and the praenumerando method
was applied for levying the federal income tax. Within this system, fiscal period and
assessment period do not coincide. Speaking in legal terms, the fiscal period (called
Steuerperiode or période fiscale) is the time period for which the taxes are owed, while
the assessment period (called Bemessungsperiode or période de calcul) is the time period
during which the income was realized upon which the tax liability is calculated. The
tax liability is calculated during the so-called taxation period (Veranlagungsperiode or
période de taxation). So according to the praenumerando system, all incomes from the
preceding two years constituted the basis for the tax liability arising in the next two-years
fiscal period.27 The notion praenumerando method refers to this fact that the assessment
period and the fiscal period do not coincide under such a tax system, the assessment
period precedes the fiscal period (Eidgenössische Steuerverwaltung ESTV, 2003). This
implies that the incomes on which the taxes payable in fiscal period 1995/96 are based
were realized in the assessment period 1993/94. The tax duty for a fiscal period was thus
calculated from an estimated income stream based upon past income and unless income
or living conditions changed substantially, taxes were only adapted to the new income
situation in the next fiscal period.

This tax system was neither very transparent nor was it easy to handle. Due to the
two-years basis, citizens needed to keep all kind of records for this period. Much more
important, because the tax was calculated upon past income, often a betwixt assessment
(called Zwischenveranlagung or taxation intermédiaire) was arranged. This procedure was
necessary as a corrective whenever the actual income of a tax period differed substantially
from the one realized and reported during the assessment period, due to certain predefined
reasons (such as marriage, birth of a child, or occupational changes). In such a case, taxes
were re-calculated afterwards upon the effectively realized income during the tax period,
thereby actually following the postnumerando taxation method.

Under the newly introduced postnumerando method, fiscal period and assessment
period are identical and correspond to a legal year. The taxation period follows the fiscal
period so that taxes due for a certain year are calculated upon the effectively realized
income in that year. Therefore, taxation can only take place in the following year, which
is why the notion postnumerando taxation is used.

The reform process, which aimed at simplifying the tax system, adopt it to the inter-
nationally common one-year based taxation, and harmonize the cantonal and municipal

27Note that the use of the praenumerando method does not include the necessity to assess incomes
on a two-years basis, a yearly basis would be possible as well under such a tax system.
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taxation systems,28 began in the 1980s. In 1990 the change to the postnumerando taxa-
tion with the one-year assessment basis was enacted with a transitional period of several
years, during which each canton could choose when to adopt the new system.29

This cantonal freedom to choose the timing to switch to the new system is the reason
why during the transitional period from 1995 to 2002, there is no uniform tax data
published on the Swiss level but only data on the cantonal level is available. Table 8.1
shows the time schedule of the adoption of the new taxation method by canton. Basel
Stadt was the only canton which had always used the one-year based postnumerando
taxation method to levy the cantonal taxes, but all the other cantons had to adapt their
tax systems. This transition caused a gap in the assessment of the incomes and taxes.
To avoid loopholes in the tax system, transitory provisions had been enacted but these
differed among cantons.30

Table 8.1: Transition from praenumerando to postnumerando taxation by canton

1995 BS

1999 ZH, TG

2001 BE, LU, UR, SZ, OW, NW, GL, ZG, FR, SO,
BL, SH, AR, AI, SG, GR, AG, NE, GE, JU

2003 TI, VD, VS

Choice of Tax Units: Normal and Special Cases, Capital Gains

The tabulated tax statistics have remained stable over time so that the total number of
tax units and total income are comparable over time. Nevertheless, attention has to be
paid on the correct selection of these data. For the correct selection of the total of tax
units, it has to be made sure that not only the normal cases but also the special cases (so-
called Sonderfälle or cas spéciaux ) are included. The latter include the high net wealth
individuals taxed according to their expenditures (Besteuerung nach dem Aufwand or
imposition d’après la dépense) and are highly relevant in the top income group.31 On
the other side, the cases declared as capital gains (Kapitalgewinne) and, in later years,
capital payments from pension schemes (Kapitalleistungen aus Vorsorge), are not to be

28Botschaft zum StHG sowie zum Bundesgesetz über die direkte Bundessteuer, DBG, BBl 1983 III
1ff.

29Bundesgesetz vom 14. Dezember 1990 über die direkte Bundessteuer (DBG; SR 642.11).
30For further information on these transitory provisions see Eidgenössiche Steuerverwaltung ESTV

(2003).
31Note that to be eligible for the expenditure-based taxation no labor income can be earned in Switzer-

land. As tax statistics do not differentiate between labor and capital income, the inclusion of these special
cases makes sense.
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included, as these are only listed for illustrative purposes.32 They are not in fact separate
tax units and including them in the total amount of tax units leads to double counting.
Including them in years prior to the tax period 1989/90 does not make a big difference, as
numbers are small. But as since 1990 occupational pension funds can be used to acquire
real estate, the number of these cases increases remarkably. This is why the inclusion of
capital payments as separate cases after 1990 leads to an over-estimate of the number of
filing tax units by 2 to 3 percentage points.

The years indicated on the tax statistics refer to the fiscal period, so before the change
to the postnumerando method, incomes reported do actually refer to the two preceding
years. As a further consequence of the change to the postnumerando method, data on
realized incomes is missing for the period preceding the change. Throughout the paper,
the years in graphs and tables refer to the year in which the income was realized.

From the tax period 1995/96 onward, i.e., for incomes realized in 1993/94 and later,
the tabulations available online include the normal cases only. As mentioned above,
the exclusion of the special cases leads to an underestimation of top income shares and
therefore the data have to be requested from the Federal Tax Administration. This means,
that also for further updates of the series one may have to request the data.

Tax Units

Everyone legally residing permanently in Switzerland and who has completed the legal
age of 18 years (respectively 20 years prior to January 1 of 1996) is subject to the Direct
Federal Income Tax and has to fill a tax return. Married and officially registered couples
(in act since January 1 of 2007) are subject to joint tax liability, therefore they show up
as one single case in the tax statistics.

Tax Units and Incomes not Covered

Individuals and incomes missing in the tax statistics are the reason why we need to
estimate a total income denominator as well as the total number of tax units in order to
construct the relative income shares. The statistics do only report cases that were actually
taxed, i.e., when taxable income was high enough to excess the amount of exemption of
the federal income tax. The schedule of the federal income tax is very progressive but
with a low exemption level, therefore not many low-income tax units are missing.

Apart from this group, other groups possibly not showing up are those taxed at the
source, international organization’s staff and real non-filers. Last but not least some
individuals may show up in the statistics but corresponding incomes reported are too low
due to tax evasion. In the following, each of these groups is discussed.

32In the publication by Dell et al. (2007) these cases are included in the total number of tax units.
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Individuals Taxed at the Source
Foreign nationals officially living in Switzerland but with a yearly or any other temporary
resident permit only, as well as non-residents earning income in Switzerland, e.g., cross-
boarder commuters, are taxed at the source and do thus not fill a tax return. As the
focus of the paper lies on the income distribution among Swiss residents, the latter cases
are of no further concern.

Foreign residents with a temporary permit are required to fill a tax return ex post
only if their total yearly income exceeds a certain threshold (around CHF 120 000 in
2012), in which case they will then be included in the tax statistics. As this threshold
lies below the top 10% income threshold, this implies that these individuals and their
incomes nevertheless do appear in the statistics. As for those taxed at the source but
falling below this threshold, we can only make an educated guess about their incomes.
We start assuming that the distribution of incomes for legal foreign residents should be
somewhat similar to the one of permanent residents (although one could expect some
sort of wage discrimination against immigrants in some industries). Then there are the
mentioned income earners at the top, which are not taxed at the source while special
groups such as foreign students are subject to taxation at the source. The latter typically
earning below-average incomes and the former having high incomes by definition, leaves
us with a pool of below-average income earners not covered in the tax statistics. With
regard to the extent to which taxation at the source is present, data from several cantons
show a mixed picture, depending mainly on the geographical location of the canton. In all
the cantons, however the number of individuals taxed at the source has been increasing
over time, especially since the mid 1990s. By 2010 it reached over 20% of the population
in some of the cantons exposed most to cross-border commuters, such as the cantons
Schaffhausen (SH) and Basel-Country (BL). In Zurich (ZH) and Basel-Stadt (BS) the
fraction lies around 15% of the population and it is substantially lower in cantons with
no boundaries with surrounding countries, such as in Bern (BE; 4%), or Aargau (AG;
7%).

International Organizations’ Staff
International organizations’ staff based in Switzerland is exempted totally or partially
from personal income taxation.33 No less than 24 organizations residing in Switzerland
benefit from tax exemptions for their whole or part of their staff, all of them except for
two located in Geneva (GE). Geneva does indeed have the lowest rate of filers, reaching
an average of only 76% compared to the Swiss average of 86% for the period covered,
reflecting the high percentage of residents who are not subject to personal income tax.

33At some of the organizations benefiting from a special treatment, Swiss citizens are not subject to
the tax exemption.
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True Non-Filers
Even though it is the law to fill and hand in a tax return every year, there are people
who fail to do so. In cases where individuals do not accomplish with their duty to fill
out a tax return within due time, the tax administration attributes these individuals an
income based on former tax returns and on employer’s information about the income, so
that these individuals do show up in the statistics, but their income is measured with
some error. However, according to information from cantonal tax administrations, there
are not many of these cases (around 4% for the canton of Bern in 2009).

Individuals Evading Taxes
While there are legal reasons why someone would not appear in the tax statistics, there
is of course also the case of tax evasion. But while tax evasion has an effect on total
reported income, its effect on the number of total tax returns handed in is much smaller.
While it is possible not to declare certain incomes, it is much more difficult not to appear
in the cantonal tax registers and not to fill out a tax return at all.

Estimation of Total Income

As the total income reported in the tax statistics does not take into account all incomes
actually earned in a given period, it is necessary to accurately reconstruct total income,
which is then used as denominator to calculate the top group’s income shares.

For incomes simply not disclosed by the statistics as described above, we assume that
their incomes are below average income. Following the approach adopted by Dell (2007)
we assign the tax units not covered in the statistics 20% of average personal income
reported in the tax statistics, i.e., 20% of per capita Reineinkommen. This seems a
reasonable assumption and this method guarantees a high level of comparability with the
existing series so that the update should not cause a break in the series.

In addition to estimate total personal income taxed one would like to relate these
values to another, exogenous measure of total income in the economy, such as net national
income reported in the national accounts. The ratio of reported tax income to the net
national income starts at around 72% in 1981 but then falls over time to a low of 60% in
2006, rising again afterwards. Similarly, our income denominator containing the imputed
incomes for the non-filers fluctuates somewhere between 65% and 74%. Even though
the definitions of total income have changed over time due to revisions of the national
accounting system, our results are in line with those reported by Dell et al. (2007). This
remaining gap can at least partly be explained by tax evasion.

Estimation of Total Tax Units in the Country or Canton

To calculate the top income groups as percentage shares accurately, the same argument
as for the total income applies: as not all tax units are contained in the tax statistics
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we need to calculate the total of tax units in the country. These have to be constructed
either from census data or register data.

Dell et al. (2007) use decennial census data, which covers the whole 20th century.
By linear interpolation between two consecutive censuses, the authors construct annual
series for the total number of adults (which for their covered time span is 20 years and
older), the total number of married adults and the total number of tax units, defined as
the total number of adults minus half the married adults, for each year.

For the present study, a slightly different approach is adopted. As for the time span
of our study register data on the federal as well as on the cantonal level are available on
a yearly basis, we make use of this detailed information. This has the advantage, that
migration shocks and population trends are better represented in the data. Especially
migration shocks remain probably disregarded when interpolating linearly over a time
span of 10 years. Another reason why we do not follow the linear interpolation approach
between census years is of a practical nature: the decennial census has been abolished
after 2000 and is now replaced by a representative population sample combined with
register data. Furthermore, the use of register data makes it easy to account for the
reduction of the legal age from 20 to 18 years by January 1 of 1996. This reduction of
the legal age led to an increase of the total amount of tax units in the country and by
not accounting for this change one would overestimate the fraction of tax filers. So up
to 1995 our total tax units refer to the total adult population minus half the married
individuals aged 20 and above, while from 1996 onwards the same population groups but
aged 18 and above are used.

When comparing the series of tax units constructed by Dell et al. (2007) using linear
interpolation and those stemming from register data on Swiss level, two effects can be
observed. On one hand, estimation of total population numbers by linear interpolation
leads to slightly higher numbers of total individuals than those reported in register data
for some periods, namely the 1980ies and the beginning of the 2000s (a period not covered
in the reference study by Dell et al., 2007). This would lead to a higher number of total
tax units. On the other hand, the interpolation of married adults leads to higher values
than those reported in register data (for some reason the decennial numbers from the
census are higher than those from registers for corresponding years). A higher number
of married individuals has a dampening effect on the total of tax units. As the effects
go in opposite directions, it is a priori not clear which one predominates. A comparison
of total tax units shows that for the time span 1981/82–1991/92, the total of tax units
is slightly higher when using register data than when interpolating. The effect on the
fraction filing and non-filers, respectively, remains small and lies between 0.9 and 2.25
percentage points. Note however, that differences in the number of total tax units and
the fraction of non-filers also lead to a slightly different total income denominator. But
again, the differences are small and, most important, are even smaller when it comes to
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the estimation of top income shares.

Special Notes on the Calculations at Cantonal Level

In principle, wherever possible the same procedures were carried out on cantonal level
as on the Swiss level. Yet the lack of data availability makes it sometimes necessary to
adopt a slightly different method. For the total number of tax units on cantonal level,
the number of married individuals is linearly interpolated, as no register data on the
married individuals by age are available on cantonal level. A comparison of interpolated
vs. actual yearly register data on the federal level shows that the interpolated series for
the married individuals lead to estimates below the values reported from the registers
(see above). Therefore we slightly overestimate the total of tax units and the fraction of
non-filers on cantonal level, which in turn has a somewhat dampening effect on the total
income denominators on cantonal level.

When relating the total income denominators on cantonal level to the cantonal net
revenues, one has to be careful when it comes to interpretations of the values. First,
cantonal net revenues reported in national accounts may suffer from some measurement
errors, and second because on the cantonal level taxable income was probably not gener-
ated within the canton where it is taxed. This is so because it is possible to work in one
canton and to live in another, but income is always taxed in the canton of residency.

Estimation of the top income shares using Pareto interpolation

The estimation of top income shares follows the approach adopted by Piketty (2001) and
Dell et al. (2007). First, the local Pareto parameters b and k corresponding to the lower
s bound of each income bracket in the tax statistics are calculated

bs = ȳs/s

where ys is the average income per tax unit above the threshold s. The original Pareto
distribution coefficient is then as = bs/(bs − 1). The parameter ks is defined as

ks = s · p(bs−1)/bss = s · p1/ass

where ps = 1−F (s) denotes the share of tax units with income larger than or equal to s.
We use the local parameters corresponding to the income bracket s where the population
share ps is closest to the population share of interest ρ, e.g. closest to 10% of total tax
units N . The income threshold Tρ to belong to the top percentile ρ is then given by

Tρ =
ks

ρ(bs−1)/bs
=

ks
ρ1/as
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The average income per tax unit above this income threshold, ȳρ, reads

ȳρ = Tρ · bs.

Total income for each top group then is yρ = ȳρ · (100− ρ) ·N . Total income of each top
group divided by the total income denominator yields the income share of each group.

Estimation of Swiss Top Shares for the Missing Years

In order to estimate the values for the missing years we extrapolate them from the
existing cantonal series using linear fixed effects OLS estimation. In order to make use
of the maximum number of data points available, several linear regressions are carried
out, always regressing the series for Switzerland on those of one or several regions as
defined above. Table 8.2 shows the different models estimated for each year. Using linear
forecasting, the missing values for the Swiss series are extrapolated from the cantonal
series. The last row of Table 8.2 indicates the years for which each model was used to
obtain the extrapolated values.

Table 8.2: Regression models used for estimation of Swiss top income shares

Model
I II III

Independent variables: BS BS BS
cantonal top shares – ZH and TG ZH and TG

– – 20 cantons

Model used for extrapolation in... 1995–1998 1999–2000 2001–2002

Dependent variable: top p percent group’s income share at federal level
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